PROJECT PROFILE
REHABILITATION OF FOSSIL-FUEL POWER PLANT HYDRAULIC STRUCTURES
D'Appolonia was retained to design
improvements to the Decker Creek
Power Station. The improvements included reduction in diversion pumping
to the cooling lake and an increase in
operating efficiency by raising the lake
level with corresponding increased
head on the plant intake pumps. Based
on hydrologic analyses of the watershed
and two-square-mile lake, evaluation of
the operation of circulating water
pumps under raised head, and analysis
of historical lake temperatures, raising
of the lake level by 18 inches was recommended. D'Appolonia prepared a
submittal to the Texas Natural Resources Conservation Commission to
obtain a modification to the water rights
and approval of the engineering plans.
The following issues were addressed:


Performed hydrologic & hydraulic
analyses of the watershed, reservoir
and spillway under 100-year storm
and PMF conditions to demonstrate
adequate storm routing capacity
and develop gate operating procedures. HEC-1 and TR-55 were
used in the analyses.
 Performed water balance analyses
for evaluation of monthly diversion
pumping requirement, watershed
runoff, evaporation and spillway
discharge over a 20-year period to
establish reliability and savings in
makeup water pumping.

Articulated concrete block slope protection at Walter Long Lake at Decker Power Plant.


Structural exploration, testing, and
design of improvements to concrete
spillway channel to address floor
slab and training wall displacements.
 Designed two 11-foot-diameter intake pipes to replace intake structures that had suffered displacement
from swelling subgrade materials.
 Design of shoreline protection, including erosion resistant linings and
vegetation, stormwater outfalls,
docks and transmission tower foundations.
 Repair of two 50-foot-wide tainter
gates that served as the emergency
spillway control.



Evaluation of service road bridge
that crossed the spillway, including
piers, beams and roadway.
 Designed repair measures for the
Colorado River pump intake weir
and eroded channel bank. The repair plan included reestablishment
of the weir using concrete segmented blocks and restoration of the
channel banks with riprap and vegetation. D'Appolonia was responsible for field exploration activities,
evaluation of data, engineering
analyses, permitting, development
of designs, preparation of plans and
specifications and construction
monitoring.
D’Appolonia’s remedial design for the
intake canal included new 28-foot-high
concrete transition structures and a pair
of 11-foot-diameter intake pipes that
eliminated use of all components of the
existing canal that had been distressed
by the expansion of the underlying
soils. Modified hydraulics of the reconfigured structure increased cooling water flow velocities and eliminated the
Asian clams as a problem. Through
sequencing of construction, one unit
was available for operation approximately four weeks after shutdown, and
the second unit was available for operation nine weeks after shutdown.

Reconstruction of cooling water intake canal at Decker Power Plant.

